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 Use the WKC only for its intended function, which is the 

washing of household dishware and kitchenware 

 The WKC is provided with a manual set which includes 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS and USE AND CARE MANUAL. 

Read and understand all instructions before using the WKC 

 Do not abuse of its main function 

 To reduce the risk of injury, do not allow children to play with 

the WKC or with the product MIR Cap’s 

 Do not open the door during the washing program, there may 

be a risk of burn 
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Washing KitchCup (WKC) 

 Glass-fronted: Kitchen cupboard doors 

 Digital countdown display/celcius degrees and digital clock: A 

digital readout that counts down the time remaining in the 

cycle (10 minutes) 

 Stainless steel: Kitchen cupboard outside material 

 Ceramic: Kitchen cupboard inside material, which resist to high 

temperature 

 WIFI included: To control remotely the WKC with your 

smartphone or your multimedia tablet application (codes 

available with BOSCH Washing KitchCup 

 Compost bin/Organic fertilizer: where food waste will be 

collected and used as organic fertilizer 
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Length : 150cm 
Width : 90cm 
Depth : 50cm  
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1- Put your dishes in your BOSCH WKC 

2- Insert MIR cap’s into the slot/dispenser provided for this 

purpose 

3- Close the kitchen cupboard door 

4- Push the button to start your Washing KitchCup or turn it on 

remotely from your Smartphone or your multimedia tablet 

application (application and codes available with your BOSCH 

Washing KitchCup). Temperature inside the BOSCH WKC 

will reach 45 degrees to allow MIR product to expand and be 

spread on the dishes. 

5- Do not open the door during the process. 

6- In 10 minutes your dishes will be cleaned, no need to tidy your 

dishes in a kitchen cupboard, it is already arrange in your 

BOSCH WKC. 

 


